They simultaneously characterize the semantic and structural properties of linguistic objects in terms of a type-assignment labelled with semantic information (a lambda term) and structural, syntactic information. As argued elsewhere (Moortgat 1988) , the structural information refers to phonological structuring of linguistic material, rather than to syntactic structure in the conventional sense. For the purposes of this paper, structural information is simplified to a string description.
The move to a sign-based perspective requires adjustment in the logical machinery of sequent calculus. The inference rules that decompose complex types into their subtypes simultaneously specify the corresponding operations in the semantic and string algebras. Linearization of the terminal string is expressed in terms of string equations, and resolution proof search is extended with string unification, along the lines of Calder's (1989) work on morphology. Within this framework, we present a complete logic for extraction '↑' and infixation '↓' type constructors, improving on our earlier proposals. Finally, we introduce a generalized quantifier type constructor q(A, B, C), definable in terms of '↑' and '↓', and indicate how this can lead to a uniform approach to binding phenomena in categorial terms.
Types and terms
Categorial type deductions can be associated with a lambda recipe coding their meaning along the lines of the so-called Curry-Howard correspondence. We take this correspondence between proofs and semantic recipes as our starting point and show in the next section that the approach can be generalized to other dimensions, such as the dimension of linguistic structure.
Consider first the Curry-Howard correspondence between categorial proofs and lambda terms. In order to associate a lambda term with the proof of a sequent Γ B, we associate each antecedent type A ∈ Γ with a fresh parameter of the appropriate type, and compute the lambda term for the succedent type B in terms of these parameters, as indicated in Figure 1 . Some notational conventions: Greek uppercase letters are used as variables over sequences of tuples Type,Term , C as a variable over a tuple Type,Term . The antecedent must be non-empty. For the directional Lambek system L, the antecedent has to be interpreted as a sequence, i.e. the comma in ∆, Γ represents the concatenation of the sequences ∆ and Γ. In order to obtain the non-directional system LP, one can add a structural rule of Permutation to the set of inference rules, or alternatively interpret the comma in the antecedent as multiset union rather than concatenation. From the general algebraic perspective of Montague's Universal Grammar, the inference rules above can be seen as realisations of the mapping from an algebra of proofs to the algebra of lambda terms interpreting these proofs. The syntactic objects (types) are associated with semantic objects (terms) and the operations in the algebra of proofs (inferences) are associated with operations in the term algebra -functional application and functional abstraction in the case of [ [Cut] . Cut is an admissible rule in this formulation of the calculus: its does not yield any theorems that could not be obtained without the use of Cut. And from the semantic point of view, it does not yield any readings (lambda recipes) that would not be logically equivalent to readings associated with cut-free derivations. So for the remainder of this paper we can safely ignore the Cut inference.
As an illustration, we present the syntactic derivation of an instance of functional composition in (1) , and the construction of the corresponding lambda recipe in (2) . n n np np (np/n), n np pp pp (pp/np), (np/n), n pp (pp/np), (np/n) (pp/n) (1)
Some comments on the procedural aspects of proof search may be useful here. We start the search with the goal sequent
The antecedent types are associated with known parameters f, g -black boxes for the semantics of the antecedent assumptions, or the lexical semantics of the input expressions in a concrete application. The succedent is associated with the unknown Term. The proof unfolds by backward-chaining: we try to match the goal sequent against the conclusion of one of the [L],[R] inferences, and continue search on the premises. The matching takes place under unifying substitutions, which gradually instantiate the unknown recipe Term as the proof unfolds. The first step of the proof, for example, matches the goal sequent against the conclusion of the [R/] inference, instantiating Term as λv.t, where t is the new unknown associated with the new succedent goal type pp. Notice that, from this resolution point of view, the [Axiom] scheme forces unification of the term structure built up in the antecedent with the term variable associated with the succedent.
Types and strings
The representation of sequent elements as pairs Type,Term leaves one component of the derivation implicit: the terminal symbols associated with the assumptions A 1 , . . . , A n in a sequent A 1 , . . . , A n B. Suppose we add this information, and extend the representation of sequent elements to three-dimensional objects Type, Term, String , i.e. signs in the sense of UCG or HPSG. Each inference rule in the algebra of proofs will now also be associated with an operation in the string algebra, realising the mapping from type combinations to the combinations of the strings associated with these types. As soon as we make this move, antecedent ordering becomes redundant: the linearization of the terminal string underlying a sequent is expressed on the String component of our linguistic objects, just as the construction of the lambda recipe is expressed on the Term component. The antecedent, in other words, can be interpreted as a multiset of signs, for L as well as for LP.
In the remainder of this paper, we will give a declarative formulation of the operations in the string algebra in terms of string equations. See Calder (1989) for the use of string equations in morphology, and Siekmann (1985) for the logical background. Strings are sequences of syntactic atoms combined by an operator '+', which in the case of L is interpreted as associative and non-commutative. In the semantic algebra, we build up partial desciptions of lambda terms that get further instantiated in the course of unfolding a proof by means of term unification. Likewise, in the string algebra, inference rules will be associated with partial descriptions of strings. The solution of string equations requires the extension of resolution proof search with string unification to determine whether two partial descriptions match the same string.
In order to introduce the shifted perspective, consider the sequent rules for the concatenative connectives '/','\' in their new guise. The antecedent can be read now as a multiset of signs. (Interpret ∪ as multiset union). The variable conventions are as before, with lowercase greek letters as metavariables for the String component. In the Axiom case, we have unification of the lambda term labels and the string labels of the antecedent and succedent signs.
[
Consider first the rules of use [L/] and [L\] . In order to use a functor A/B associated with a string σ, we have to prove B computing the associated string τ and use A which is then associated with the concatenation of the functor string σ with the argument string τ . Likewise for the use of B\A, where the string associated with A consists of the argument string τ concatenated with the suffix functor string σ. Whereas in the case of the rules of use, functional application goes hand in hand with string concatenation, in the case of the rules of proof [R/] and [R\], functional abstraction is mirrored in the string algebra by string subtraction. In order to prove an A/B, we prove an A using a hypothetical assumption B.
The strings associated with the active types have to satisfy the equation φ = σ + τ , i.e. the string computed for A/B is what remains after dropping the right-peripheral string τ associated with the hypothetical B from the string computed for A. Likewise for the proof of B\A. The reader is invited to work through our earlier example in this three-dimensional setting. The goal sequent would now become:
pp/np, f, "f" ∪ np/n, g, "g" pp/n, Term, String which could be paraphrased as the question: What semantic recipe Term and structure String in type pp/n can we compute from the multiset of antecedent lexical assumptions? Or we could further instantiate the goal sequent to:
where the question becomes: Can we compute the structure "fg" in type pp/n from the multiset of antecedent lexical assumptions, and if so, what lambda recipe Term goes with the computation? From the general algebraic perspective adopted here, it becomes possible to uniformly characterize the well-known calculi of the categorial hierarchy in terms of the inference patterns given above, by simply varying the properties attributed to the string combinator '+'. L and LP are obtained under an associative interpretation of '+'. For the non-associative variants we switch to a domain of bracketed strings, and the derivability relation is sensitive to this bracketing. This yields the system NL of Lambek (1961) in case of a non-commutative '+' and a commutative 'mobile' variant NLP, with a non-directional but structure preserving derivability relation (i.e. a characterization of immediate dominance but no linear precedence).
These options will be adequate for the discussion of this paper. Interesting additional calculi can be obtained by enriching the String component of our linguistic objects to, say, labeled bracketed strings (i.e. trees, either at the morphosyntactic level, with categorial labeling, or at the prosodic level, with (sw) prominence labeling). In Moortgat & Morrill (1991) , such dimensions and their interplay are investigated in depth. Alternatively, one can explore non-concatenative interpretations of the string combinator '+', for example, interleaving (sequence union). See Reape (this volume) for linguistic applications of interleaving.
Intermezzo: proof net unfolding
The presentation above characterizes the properties of the type constructors in terms of the familiar sequent format. Sequent calculus has some drawbacks, when one considers computational efficiency or notational economy. As to the latter: sequent proofs are exceedingly verbose in copying the inert assumptions from conclusion to premises, whereas the real action of the proof is to be found in the active types -the types that are decomposed in their immediate subtypes by the logical inference rules. From a computational point of view, sequent proof search is redundant in another way: there is no one-to-one correspondence between sequent proofs and lambda terms, a redundancy caused by irrelevant orderings of rule applications. Both forms of inefficiency of sequent proof search can be overcome by switching to a more succinct representation of derivations in terms of a categorial version of the proof nets of Linear Logic. See Roorda (1991) , and Moortgat (1990b) for the connection between proof net unfolding and partial deduction. In this paper, we are not concerned with the computational aspects of proof search. But our heavily annotated categorial signs make a compact notation for type deductions highly desirable. Hence this intermezzo on proof net type decomposition.
The translation from sequent inferences to proof net links is straightforward. A sequent Γ B is represented as a multiset of signed labelled types, i.e. structures of the form Type, Polarity, Term, String
The new element here is the polarity label. It keeps track of the positive/negative nature of types, which in the sequent format is encoded in their occurrence to the left or to the right of the sign. Antecedent types A ∈ Γ are assigned polarity 1, the succedent type B is signed with polarity 0. The association of types with a lambda term and a string term is exactly as before. Proof net unfolding of types then assumes the following form.
Axiom links cancel an antecedent atom against a matching succedent atom under the unifying substitution for the lambda term and string term. The logical links recursively decompose types of arbitrary complexity into their atomic subtypes.
[L\]
In order to determine whether a sequent is derivable, we have to be able to match, by means of the axiom links, the atoms with opposite signature in the structure obtained by decomposing the complex types into their atomic subtypes. In Moortgat (1990b) we have shown that this problem can be tackled with familiar resolution techniques. (Resolution extended with string unification in the present case.) Let L be the multiset of atomic leaves of an unfolded proof frame. From L we reconstruct a definite clause representation of the underlying sequent by collecting the definite clauses
for all A, 1, t, σ ∈ L. SLD resolution then provides the proof search algorithm. Alternatively, the SLD resolution search for the clausal representation can be reinterpreted as the following 'goal driven' set of proof net travel instructions, starting from the (unique) negative succedent type. However, the point of the clausal transformation is that all information needed for the construction of a proof is already recorded in the atomic leaves of the unfolded proof frame. In the examples that follow, we can therefore ignore the underlying proof frame structure, and just present the labelled leaves, as input for the resolution algorithm.
As an illustration of the definite clause transformation, consider the lexical representation for the verb need, i.e. the structure (np\s)/(s/(np\s)), 1, need, need .
Unfolding of the complex type yields a multiset of five signed atoms, with the associated semantic recipes and partial string descriptions shown in (11) . (In order to distinguish variables from parameters, we use (subscripted) uppercase V (lambda terms), T (strings) for the former, and lowercase x, s for the latter.)
This multiset of literals is not in definite clause form: it contains two heads (the s atoms with positive signature). Grouping the heads with the dependent body literals (i.e. the atoms with negative polarity which show their dependency on the head through variable sharing as indicated in (10)), yields the two definite clauses below.
In a more familiar Logic Programming notation, these clauses would assume the following form.
s
s(
Discontinuous type constructors
After these preparatory sections, we are ready now to address the real subject matter of the paper, and investigate how Lambek calculus can be extended with type-constructors that have a non-concatenative interpretation. From a logical perspective, the directional calculus L can be characterized as a logic without structural rules (cf. Lambek 1990). The system can be extended to full intuitionistic propositional logic by gradually adding structural rules, as shown in Van Benthem (1991) , Wansing (1990) . From a linguistic point of view, it is attractive to have controlled access to the power of structural rules. Linear Logic (cf. Girard 1987) reintroduces the expressivity of structural rules in a type-controlled manner as extra connectives -the 'modalities'. Linguistic applications of this strategy can be found in , Morrill e.a. (1990), Hepple (1990) , Moortgat & Morrill (1991) . From the modal perspective, one could try to reduce non-concatenative phenomena to a permutation modality '2 p ': a type 2A then represents a datum of type A which does not have a fixed position, but is free to move in the course of a deduction until it finds a place where it can be used as an A. The present section follows a different line. We discuss a number of functional type constructors directly capturing extraction and infixation operations at a suitable level of linguistic generalization. Whether or not these type constructors are ultimately reducible to more elementary ones is a matter of further research. In the figure below, one finds a graphical illustration of the type constructors under discussion, in terms of the triangles of parsing theory. A triangle
expresses the fact that a string running from positions i to j reduces to type A. How can we cut up the triangle in a functor component and an argument component? The concatenative type-constructors cut it up into the continuous portions (i, j) and (j, k), with either a prefix functor A/B covering (i, j) or a suffix functor B\A covering (j, k). See the top row in the illustration, where the argument component is shaded. In the non-concatenative mode we want to explore below, the triangle is cut up into the discontinuous component (i, j) + (k, l) and its completion (j, k). As in the concatenative case, we have a choice as to which region we want to shade as the argument. In the case of the extraction functor A ↑ B we have a discontinuous functor covering (i, j) + (k, l), which wraps itself around its argument. In the case of the infix functor A ↓ B, it is the B type argument which covers the discontinuous string (i, j) + (k, l), and the infix functor fills up the missing (j, k) part. 
Partial logics for extraction and infixation
Extraction and infixation type constructors are discussed in Moortgat (1988) in an attempt to accomodate Emmon Bach's work on discontinuity (e.g. his 1981 or 1984 papers) within the categorial type logic approach. It is shown there that within the expressive limits of the sequent language (without labelling annotation!) a partial logic for the discontinuous type constructors '↑' (extraction) and '↓' (infixation) can be given, but that this partial logic cannot be extended into a complete one, with matching left and right rules for these connectives, if the ordering of antecedent types is the only means of expressing the structural combination of types. A calculus with an incomplete characterization of its type constructors does not enjoy the pleasant logical properties of the original system L. The purpose of this section is to improve on our earlier proposal by presenting a complete logic for extraction and infixation type constructors, in terms of the sign-based approach to categorial deduction.
Consider first the sequent rules [L↓] and [R↑] as originally presented in Moortgat (1988).
[L↓]
[R↑] 
String equations for extraction and infixation
With the enriched sign-based representation Type, Semantics, String extraction and infixation type constructors can be characterized in terms of the string equations relating the String information associated with functor, argument and result types. Consider first the extraction type constructor. Below in (16) and (17) are the matching rule of use and rule of proof, first in sequent format.
To obtain the corresponding proof net links, we add the polarity information, as indicated before.
[↑L]
A, 1, tu, σ B, 0, u, τ A ↑ B, 1, t, φ
Some comments are in order here. Consider first the rule of proof [R↑] . Suppose one can prove an A consuming a B in the process; the string label τ associated with B showns up somewhere within the full string label σ computed for A: σ = φ 1 + τ + φ 2 . Now one can withdraw the B assumption, at the same time erasing its trace from σ, and one obtains a proof of A ↑ B associated with the remainder of σ after removal of τ . From the linguistic point of view, then, the rule of proof for ↑ captures extraction phenomena, and does the work of the slash feature in GPSG, as discussed in Moortgat (1988) . But our logical framework invites us to consider a matching rule of use for the type constructor. How could we use an assumption A ↑ B given that such an assumption is associated with a discontinuous string label φ 1 + φ 2 ? An expression of type A ↑ B is used as a discontinuous functor which forms an expression of type A by wrapping itself around the argument expression of type B.
The inherent [R],[L] duality of the logical framework thus unifies linguistic phenomena of extraction and wrapping, representing the [R] and [L] action of one type constructor ↑.
As an illustration of a lexical wrapping functor, consider discontinuous determiner expressions of the type more . . . than . . . (cf. Keenan & Stavi 1986 for many examples).
The functor combines with two common noun arguments to give a generalized quantifier noun phrase, wrapping itself around its first argument. The type assignment then can be (gq/n) ↑ n. But now, since this is a lexical wrapper, we do not have a proof telling us at what position the first n argument has to be envelopped. We assume therefore that the factorization φ 1 + φ 2 of the discontinuous functor is given as part of the lexical representation. The unfolded lexical representation of the discontinuous determiner more . . . than . . . is presented below in (20) .
gq, 1, more-than(u)(v), more + τ + than + φ n, 0, v, φ gq/n, 1, more-than(u), more + τ + than n, 0, u, τ (gq/n) ↑ n, 1, more-than, more + than (20) Consider next the case of infixation. The rule of use [L↓] and rule of proof [R↓] for the infixation type constructor are obtained by switching around the φ and τ labels: in the case of infixation, it is the argument B which is associated with the discontinuous string φ = φ 1 + φ 2 which wraps itself around the infix functor A ↓ B. Here are the rules in sequent format.
The proof net links for the infixation type constructor ↓ are given below.
[↓L] A, 1, tu, σ B, 0, u, φ A ↓ B, 1, t, τ
In the concatenative system L the operators '/' and '\' behave as right-and left-residuals of the '•' operator. Analogously, we could match the extraction/infixation operators with an explicit substring product ' '.
Illustration: wh-extraction
We close this section with a worked out example of the derivation of the Dutch embedded clause wie het meisje kust (who the girl kisses). The example allows for two readings, depending on whether the extraction site for wie is the subject or the object of the transitive verb. The lexical type assignments are given below. s/(s ↑ np), 1, wie, wie np/n, 1, het, het n, 1, meisje, meisje np\(np\s), 1, kust, kust (25) Unfolding of the lexical type assignments yields the set of literals 1-9 below. The negative atom 10 represents the goal type.
1.
s, 1, wie(λx 2 .V 0 ),
np, 0, V 6 , T 10 10. s, 0, Term, wie + het + meisje + kust (26) The resolution problem has two solutions, depending on whether one resolves 8 against 3 and 9 against 4, or 9 against 3 and 8 against 4. The first solution represents the subject extraction case, the second direct object extraction.
Subject extraction: wie(λx 2 .kust(het(meisje))(x 2 )).
Resolution Lambda terms
String terms 10 + 1 Term = wie(λx 2 .V 0 ) wie + het + meisje + kust = wie
Object extraction: wie(λx 2 .kust(x 2 )(het(meisje)).
Resolution Lambda terms String terms 10 + 1 Term = wie(λx 2 .V 0 ) wie + het + meisje + kust = wie
Quantifiers

Earlier attempts
Let us turn finally to the analysis of generalized quantifier expressions and reformulate the proposal of Moortgat (1990) in terms of the type constructors '↑' and '↓'. It is shown in Hendriks (1990) , Emms (1990) , that within the order-preserving calculus L no directional type assignment to generalized quantifier noun phrases (e.g. s/(np\s) or (s/np)\s) generates the proper set of possible quantifier scopings. The quantifier scope problem leads these authors to substantial modifications of the categorial architecture -a relaxation of the functional mapping from syntactic categories to semantic types in the case of Hendriks, and the introduction of irreducible lexical (as opposed to derivational) polymorphism in the case of Emms. Commenting on these proposals, Moortgat (1990) investigates the relation between quantifier scoping and the structural rule of Permutation. It is shown that L can be extended with a restricted form of Permutation which allows one to derive non-local quantifier scopings underivable within pure L while retaining the preservation of thematic structure of the original calculus. Following the strategy of the modalities of Linear Logic, the extension of L is implemented in the form of a new type constructor, lifting exponentiation A B . The logical rules for the new type constructor encapsule the restricted use of the structural rule of Permutation which is needed to handle quantifier scope phenomena. The objective of this move is to reduce quantifier polymorphism to derivational polymorphism of the new type constructor, and to retain the functional category-to-type mapping. The proposed inference rules for types A B are given below, in the original sequent format, i.e. with the sequence interpretation of the antecedent.
The idea behind [QR] and [QL] is that syntactic types A B are mapped to semantic types (t(A), t(B) , t(B) . The inference rules for types A B can then be interpreted as the compilations by partial execution of the LP derivations for (t(A), t(B) , t(B) .
Intuitively, an expression A B is to be interpreted as an infix functor binding a variable of type t(A) within a domain of type t(B). Syntactically, the binder A B and the bound element A occupy the same position in the terminal string, thus guaranteeing preservation of thematic structure. For example: a generalized quantifier expression of type np s occuring in direct object position binds a direct object variable in the thematic structure.
Given this characterization of A B as an infix functor, it is not surprising that the inference rules above suffer from the same defect as the partial characterizations of '↑' and '↓' discussed in the previous section. The [QL] rule faithfully captures the intended interpretation of exponentiation. The [QR] rule, however, cannot properly represent the context which surrounds the infix expression (rather than simply preceding or following it). As Hendriks (p.c.) has pointed out, [QR] as stated above is incomplete with respect to the intended interpretation. It is impossible, for example, to derive the valid type transition of (29) below, which would turn a sentence level quantifier into a verb phrase level one. That such type transitions should indeed be validated by the type calculus, appears from the fact that verb phrase quantifiers (e.g. reflexives) are conjoinable with sentential quantifiers (e.g. he saw himself and two girls).
Another problem with the exponentiation type constructor A B is its limited generality. The fact that the associated semantic type is (t(A), t(B) , t(B) suggests an extra degree of flexibility: the type of the binding domain could in principle be distinct from the type of the resulting expression. This suggests a more general three-place type constructor q(A, B, C) with the case B = C as an instance. As we will see below, linguistic motivation for the more general type constructor can be found in quite diverse binding phenomena.
Quantifiers as infix functors
In (30) and (32) we reformulate the quantifier type constructor in terms of '↑' and '↓'. It turns out that the type constructor q(A, B, C) can be characterized as the special case of C ↓ (B ↑ A) where the unfolding steps for '↑' and '↓' impose the same factorization φ = φ 1 +φ 2 on the string associated with the subtype B ↑ A. In the normal case of a type C ↓ (B ↑ A), the '↓' unfolding would be associated with a string equation φ = φ 1 + φ 2 , and the '↑' unfolding with an equation φ = φ 3 + φ 4 , without enforcing φ 1 = φ 3 and φ 2 = φ 4 . The identity of the constraints on the unfolding steps for '↑' and '↓' justifies the introduction of q(A, B, C) as a separate type constructor: expressions of type q(A, B, C) are not completely characterizable in terms of C ↓ (B ↑ A). In (30) below we present the antecedent unfolding in terms of C ↓ (B ↑ A). (31) is the compiled antecedent unfolding for the type constructor q(A, B, C).
The corresponding succedent unfolding rules are obtained by reversing the polarities, and switching from functional application to functional abstraction. Again we first present the unfolding in terms of C ↓ (B ↑ A) in (32) , then in (33) the compiled succedent unfolding for the type constructor q(A, B, C).
As an example, we derive the type transition from a sentence level to a verb phrase level quantifier. Recall that with the [QL], [QR] rules of Moortgat (1990) 
Resolution requires solutions for the set of string equations below.
Resolution Lambda terms String terms 1 + 4
The problem can be solved under the additional unifying substitutions of (36), which produces the desired reading (37) for the type transition. The lambda term for the derived type np np\s is a function from transitive predicates to intransitive ones, with x 13 a variable of type t(np\(np\s)) and x 14 a variable of type t(np). The original semantics of the input quantifier binds the direct object variable in the thematic structure, as required. 
Binding
The discontinuous type constructors discussed above and their sign-based categorial type logic have been applied since the original presentation of this material to a wide range of phenomena in work of a.o. , Oehrle (1991) , Van der Linden (1991) , Raaijmakers (1991) and Hendriks (1991) . These applications suggest a uniform approach to binding phenomena in terms of a family of type constructors fitting the general patterns given below.
op(A, B, C) t(op(A, B, C)) = (t(A) → t(B)) → t(C)
A: bound expression B: binding domain C: resultant expression
In this final section, we briefly review some of the instantiations of the pattern. The semantic action of op(A, B, C) in these various cases is uniform; they differ in the syntactic realization of the binding type constructor. Among the syntactically available operations one would like to distinguish substitution binders, where the binder occupies the position of the bound element in the binding domain, from prefixation binders, where the binder precedes the binding domain. Generalized quantifiers exemplify the former, wh extraction binders the latter. There is another dimension for variation, as suggested by the work of Oehrle (1991) , Van der Linden (1991) and Raaijmakers (1991) . The generalized quantification and extraction binders are lexically realized expressions. They have analogues in the intonational dimension in the form of focus and topicalisation binders. These cannot take the form of type assignments to specific lexical items: the type shift from A to the higher order op(A, B, C) in these cases is triggered by the focus/topicalisation intonation contour. The table below summarizes the options. 
Generalized quantification
The ordinary generalized quantifier instantiating the pattern q(A, B, C) is of type q(np, s, s): a binder of an np type variable within a sentential domain, returning a sentence. We have already seen other instantiations, such as the verb-phrase level reflexive quantifier of type q(np, np\s, np\s). As an illustration of the generality of the quantificational pattern q(A, B, C), in particular of the case B = C, consider Comparative Subdeletion cases, as in the example below.
John bought more books than Mary sold records
Comparative Subdeletion is discussed by Hendriks (1991) in a categorial setting. Hendriks assimilates the construction to coordination, and accounts for the missing determiner in the than clause in terms of the extraction type constructor ↑. Here we present an alternative analysis, where more . . . than is treated as a three-place determiner relation, in the sense of Keenan & Moss (1985) . Intuitively, where the ordinary two-place determiner expresses a relation between two properties, we want the more . . . than determiner to operate on three properties: the one obtained from its common noun argument, the property obtained by binding a np variable at the position occupied by more N in the main clause, and, finally, a property obtained from the than clause. The more . . . than relation holds in case the cardinality of the intersection of the common noun property and the noun-phrase abstraction property for the main clause is greater than or equal to the cardinality of the than clause property. The latter is obtained by taking the boolean meet of the property corresponding to the common noun argument of the hypothetical determiner in the than clause and the noun-phrase abstraction property of the than clause. So our example would be paraphraseable as: 'the number of books bought by John is greater than the number of records sold by Mary'.
Now let us see how we can capture the syntactic fine-tuning in terms of a type assignment to the head of the construction -the determiner more in the main clause -so that it can reach out discontinuously to the than clause. The essential point is that the result of np binding in the main clause s domain is not a complete sentence, bu a sentence still looking for a than complement. (Compare the type assignment to an ordinary s level determiner: q(np, s, s)/n.) The than clause is headed by the complementizer than which combines with a clause missing a determiner: s ↑ (q(np, s, s)/n).
more ∈ q(np, s, s/s than )/n than ∈ s than /(s ↑ (q(np, s, s)/n))
To make the semantics explicit, we can assign the complementizer than a lexical lambda term which takes the boolean meet of the property corresponding to the common noun argument of the hypothetical determiner and the noun-phrase abstraction property of the than clause. 
Below the reader can find the semantic recipes computed for the main clause and for the than clause.
John bought more books → λQ et .more(books)(λx e .bought(x)(john))(Q)
than Mary sold records → than(λD (et)(et)t .D(records)(λy e .sold(y)(mary)))
Working out the lexical recipe for than, they combine to the term given below.
more(books)(λx e .bought(x)(john))(λy.(records(y) ∧ sold(y)(mary)))
Focus, gapping
Work by Oehrle (1991) and Van der Linden (1991) on the semantic impact of prosodic organisation shows that one can analyse focus assignment in terms of a focus binder f (A, B, C)
analogous to the generalized quantifier substitution binder q(A, B, C). Such an approach can be implemented in a way that it is compatible with Rooth's (1985) and Krifka's (1991) analysis of the semantics of focus phenomena. In order to obtain a focus binder, we need a type transition associated with the focus intonation pattern. Below, we use the 
Semantically, the type transition is associated with a recipe which to the truth-functional content adds an element of information structuring in terms of a foreground/background opposition.
Let us illustrate the analysis of focus-as-binding with the following examples, where the transitive verb is focussed. 
The semantic recipes going with this type transition, and with the derivation of the complete sentence, are given below. 
Raaijmakers (1991) shows that gapping can be analysed along parallel lines: the material that is foregrounded in the focus construction is backgrounded in the left conjunct of a gapping conjunction; the material missing from the right conjunct is of the type of the bound variable of the gapping binder.
These examples must be enough to illustrate the generality of the binding pattern op(A, B, C). Many questions are left unanswered here. The reader will have realized that the arrow f ocus −→ for prosodically triggered type transitions is only a promisory note: what we would really like to develop here is a type calculus where the derivability relation is sensitive to prosodic structuring. See Bird (1991), Oehrle (1991) or Moortgat & Morrill (1991) for explorations of this line of research. Also, we have not discussed the interaction of quantification and binding with locality domains. and Hepple (1990) develop categorial accounts of locality constraints in terms of domain modalities. These accounts are compatible with the basic semantic action of the type constructors discussed in this paper.
